Things to Do Before Our Class on Monday, Jan. 30

Page numbers refer to the 1st-Day-Announcements document in https://phantom.cs.qc.cuny.edu/kong/316/.

• Login to your venus account—see p. 5. On venus, enter this command: /home/faculty/ykong/316setup

• Login to your euclid account (see p. 6), change your euclid password, and do items 1 – 4 on p. 6.

Note: On p. 6, Enter ... means Type ... and then press.

• Buy a copy of the course reader (see p. 1).

• Read pp. 1 – 3 of the 1st-Day Announcements document.

• Start reading secs. 1.1 – 1.8 of Touretzky; read all of that material before next Monday’s class.
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